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Seafood

Domestic catfish supply is facing COIVD-19 industry wide 
shortages due to low production capacity and worker 
absenteeism. Imported catfish can be substituted.

West Coast Produce

Due to back to back heat waves, several West coast items will 
be impacted on supplies and increased quality issues. Expect 
volatile market conditions over the next 4-6 weeks.

Whole birds are slightly down. Breasts are steady but 
demand is low. Tenders are steady with demand strong. 
Wings remain up due to increase sporting activities and 
sizable foodservice demand. Quarters are getting interest 
for export and driving price increases.

Traders moved grain markets higher again last week as we 
had come out of a dry August and anticipated USDA data 
released last Friday. Indeed, the data showed some 
reductions of crop bushels per acre but are still far ahead of 
last year’s results. Markets this week continue their trend 
higher, but that trend has slowed. 

A softer feel to the market began late last week and 
continues to be the tone early this week. The end cuts, 
chuck, rounds, and briskets, are all showing signs of 
growing inventory and lower demand. Middle meats are a 
bit of a mixed bag, with tenderloins becoming hard to find 
and stronger in price. The loin primal appears to be building 
in inventory, driving price lower.

The Cheese markets increased this past week and continue 
to move upward. The spread between the two markets 
suggests unhealthy and volatile markets. The butter market 
remained flat this week as the markets continue to hold firm 
with little to no movement. All white shell egg sizes were 
flat except XL which declined $0.02 per dozen. 

Live hog prices have hit a four-month high, which could 
cause markets to rise during a time we normally see the 
overall market decrease. Butts, which were expected to dip, 
have held strong due to exports. Boneless loins are trending 
up after being lower last week. Backrib’s continue to hold 
steady due to lower supply in the market. Spareribs are 
moving higher. 

Demand for larger sizes headless, peeled & deveined and 
cooked shrimp continue to remain soft due to limited 
dine-in options at restaurants. Medium and small shrimp (all 
types) are all quoting as a premium due to strong demand 
and short supply.
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Asparagus

Cucumber market is active as demand 
exceeds supplies. Growers are replanting for 
the winter crop and expect to have a 
production gap for a few weeks. Market is calmer with good volumes 

from both Peru and Southern Baja 
Mexico. Retail ads next week may put 
pressure on pricing late next week. 
Quality is reported as good to very 
good.

Corn

Supplies are very tight in all areas as crops 
are finishing up before transition to new 
growing areas are ready. Expect tight 
supplies and high markets for next 2-3 
weeks.

Avocados Broccoli-ALERT Lettuce and Leaf-ALERT

Mexican fruit showing good quality 
and maturity. There will be a mix of 
summer crop fruit being harvested.   
Peaking on 48s/60s with 70s/84s. 
Supplies are light. Limited supplies of 
#2 fruit. Rain has increased fruit size. 
California 95% harvested for the 
season and volume will decline 
weekly. Harvest to end in 1-2 weeks.

Quality is fair currently, yellow 
discoloration, loose bead, brown 
beads, and occasional flowering. The 
market is very active this week with 
strong demand. Expect active market 
conditions on both commodity and 
floret packs for the next 2-3 weeks. 

Markets on all romaine, iceberg and 
leaf lettuces are active. Planting 
disruptions coupled with increasing 
quality issues in the fields has led to 
the current market conditions.  
Expect markets to be unsettled and 
challenged for the next 4-6 weeks on 
all packs of commodity and value 
added packs. 

Eggplant

Light supplies in the East with a range in 
quality. The market is stronger. California in 
short supply until early October.

Arugula

Squash-ALERT Cauliflower Peppers-ALERT

Yellow squash remains short in the 
East, with market and demand strong. 
Zucchini supply is lighter, quality is 
decent and the market strong. In the 
West squash volume is very light with 
a current gap in production on all 
colors. No relief in sight for the next 
10 days and some quality issues are 
anticipated from the heat. 

Quality is fair to good with 
discoloration, yellow cast, and insect 
pressure with occasional mechanical 
damage.  Market continues to be 
steady with some talks of the market 
starting to strengthen in the coming 
weeks. 

Green bells extremely short in supply 
in the East. Quality good and market 
very high. California all colors are in 
tight supply and will be for the next 
several days. Green bell market is 
strong, high demand nationwide due 
to local production areas around the 
country finishing up. Red and Yellow 
bells are becoming short as well. 

Supplies are very limited as a result of the 
previous heat wave that took place in the 
growing regions. Quality issues of some 
sun-scald and yellowing are also 
challenging the suppliers currently.

Green Onions & Cilantro

Mix Berries-ALERT Lemons & Limes Spinach-ALERT

Market is starting to show some signs of 
strength and looks to continue to be more 
active through September due to supply 
challenges related to high heat in the 
growing regions

Both raspberries and blackberries 
have been impacted by the recent 
back to back heat waves. Raspberry 
production is low as the heat causes 
the plant to hold the fruit.  
Blackberry supplies will continue to 
be limited for a couple more weeks.  
Blueberry supplies will not be 
impacted and are in good supply.

Demand is light due to limited 
foodservice business. Supplies are 
good. Quality is just fair on California 
fruit but better on fancy imports. 
Market is steady. New crop 
California/Arizona will be starting Oct 
1st.  Limes- Steady supplies, crop 
heavier to smaller sizes 230s/250s.

Supplies are very limited as a result of 
the previous heat wave that took 
place previously in the growing 
regions. Quality issues of some 
sun-scald and yellowing are also 
challenging the suppliers currently.

Strawberries-ALERT Oranges-ALERT Tomato-ALERT

The market is very active and limited 
in supply, following yet another heat 
wave.  Volumes are decreasing 
week-over-week and now accelerated 
due to the high temperatures. 
Product being diverted to the freezer 
or can markets due to the amount of 
damaged fruit. Expect to see active 
markets for the next 3-4 weeks.

Demand and markets are very strong 
due to heavy retail pulls and the 
USDA food box programs. Supplies 
are declining from California and 
Chile. Quality is just fair out of 
California with re-greening and weak 
tired fruit being the main issues. New 
crop California navels will start at the 
end of October.

Market is very active on all varieties 
due to extreme heat in California 
combined with increased rainfall in 
TN. Availability will be extremely 
limited in the coming weeks on all 
varieties (round, roma, grape, & 
cherry).  
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